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GHS KATTAYA. HASSAN TALUK. 

Student Name: ACTIVE VOICE AND PASSIVE VOICE (Work Sheet 1) 

ACTIVE VOICE PASSIVE VOICE 

1. We are buying brand-new bats and balls. 
 

 

2. He made wild gesticulation to silence his granny. 
 

 

3. Baleshwar grabbed the train’s red emergency chain. 
 

 

4. They had re-plastered the old house. 
 

 

5. A large moustached man made a long boring speech. 
 

 

6. The thieves planned the robbery very carefully 
 

 

7. Does she complete her work? 
 

 

8. Open the door.                                                
 

 

9.   Walk slowly (Advice) 
 

 

10.   Do not beat the dog.                   
 

 

11. I will attend the seminar without fail. 
 

 

12. Teacher always encourage us. 
 

 

13. She can sing classical songs. 
 

 

14. He gives a coin to the beggar 
 

 

15.    She is cooking food in the kitchen. 
 

 

For Answers Click Here 

 



GHS KATTAYA.  HASSAN TALUK. 

Student Name: QUESTION TAGS (Work Sheet 2) 

SN SENTENCES QUESTION TAGS 

1 He always sleeps beside his granny in the passage.  
2 I don’t like you the way you brought up.  
3 Baleshwar grabbed the train’s chain.  
4 Roma lost her foothold.  
5 I hardly know anything about the boy  
6 Raju and Manju are playing football in the ground.   
7 Let’s complete the work now.  
8 You must attend the class hereafter.  
9 They come by train.  

10 Boys are regular these days.  
11 She will get first class.  
12 I am going to Goa next week with my friends.  
13 We were in Mysore yesterday at 6 PM  
14 You have returned the books.  
15 We shall wait for him for one more hour.  
16 She rarely gets up early in the morning.  
17 Ravi has not paid the fee.  
18 Today is the final match between RCB and KKR.  
19 I am not attending the class today.  
20 Some of us would welcome the coast of Spain still more.  

For Answers Click Here 

 



GHS KATTAYA. HASSAN TALUK 

Student Name: FRAMING QUESTIONS (Work Sheet 3) 

SN SENTENCES QUESTIONS 

 

1 Swami’s father was an advocate. 
 

 

2 I always like to read Deccan Herald newspaper. 
 

 

3 Baleshwar went and grabbed the train’s emergency chain. 
 

 

4 Don Anselmo’s orchard was gnarled and beautiful. 
 

 

5 The old man sold his property because he knew that the Americans 
were good people. 

 

6 Post office is 8 kms away from our school 
 

 

7 There are forty-five students in the class 
 

 

8 Raghu went to Mysore yesterday 
 

 

9 Swami felt cut off from humanity 
 

 

10 Whenever they came to Mumbai, Anant’s family stayed with Aunt 
Sushila 

 

11 I waited for two hours in the railway station 
 

 

12 I have 2000 rupees with me. 
 

 

13 Anant’s family came to Bombay for the treatment 
 

 

14 I paid the fee on 20th June 
 

 

15 The old folk used to say that happiness was a beautiful bird living on 
a snowy mountain far, far away in the east. 

 

For Answers Click Here 



GHS KATTAYA. HASSAN TALUK 

Student Name: IF CLAUSE (CONDITIONALS) (Work Sheet 4) 

SN IF CLAUSE ANSWERS 

A B C D Correct option 

1 If Tejas hadn’t taken the life line early, he 
…………. 
12.80 lakhs. 

wins will win  would win would have won  

2 If I had brought my camera, we ………………. 
some photographs. 

take will take  would take would have taken  

3 If you had not moved to the edge of the 
compound, you …………………………………. down. 

 don’t fell won’t fell wouldn’t fell Wouldn’t have 
fallen 

 

4 If babies are hungry, they ……………………  cry will cry would cry would have cried 
 

 

5 If I had a lot of money, I ……………. around the 
world.  

travel will travel would travel would have 
travelled 

 

6 If I don’t sleep at once, perhaps I …………………  die shall die should died should have died 
 

 

7 If you had gone to the station at 10:30 a.m., 
you ……………….   the train 

don’t miss  won’t miss wouldn’t miss wouldn’t have 
missed 

 

8 If nobody else is for the office, I ……………… it 
myself. 

perform will perform would perform would have 
performed 

 

9 If your tongue does not run away with your 
discretion, you ………. property in your calling. 

achieve will achieve would achieve would have 
achieved 

 

10 If you had scored more marks, you ……………. 
seat in the college you want. 

get  will get would get would have got  

11 If she had brought the notes, she ………………. it. copies will copy would copy would have copied 
 

 

12 If I had not lost the power of hearing, I …………. 
an artist 

must have  will have 
become 

would become would have 
become 

 

13 If you had told me earlier, I ………………… a 
vehicle. 

shall arrange will arrange would arrange  would have 
arranged 

 

14 If Virat had scored century, India …………. the 
match. 

wins will win would win would have won  

15 If you touch a fire, you……………………… burned get  will get  would get   would have got  
 

 

For Answers Click Here 



GHS KATTAYA. HASSAN TALUK 

Student Name: EDIT AND REWRITE (Work Sheet 5) 

SN IDENTIFY THE ERRORS CLUES REWRITE 
1 Last Sunday, jackey and I went to beach. When we arrived, 

we thought it was going to rained. Luckily, the sky cleared up 
 

a) Use capital letters.  

b) Verbal mistake to be corrected.  

2 Swami’s father sat gloomily gazing in the newspaper. Swami 
rise silently and tiptoed to his bed.  

 

a) Preposition to be corrected  

b) Verbal mistake to be corrected  

3 Impulsively, Baleshwar went and grabed the train’s 
emergency door and pulled it down frantical. 
 

a) Use correct spelling  

b) Adverbial mistake to be corrected  

4 Don Anselmo shaked hands all around, put up his ragged 
gloves, took his stick and walked out with the boy behind 
him. 

a) Verbal mistake to be corrected  

b) Use correct phrasal verb  

5 A large moustachioed man made the long boring speech. 
Then followed by the presentation of bouquet. 

a) Article to be corrected  

b) Plural to be used  

6 Whales are normally gentle. Many whales exibit strong 
family ties. The young ones remain with parents for up to 
fifteen years or more. How wonderful it is. 

a) Spelling mistake to be corrected  

b) Use correct punctuation mark  

7 What is the meaning of this wild uproar. The men stand 
transfixed. The first men to move shall spend the rest of the 
night in irons! 

a) Use correct punctuation mark  

b) Noun plural to be corrected  

8 
 

Sathish couldn’t talk free with anyone but he was unable to 
hear a single word. 

a) Adverbial mistake to be corrected  

b) Conjunction to be corrected  

9 
 

River cauvery is providing drinking water too many people in 
karnataka. 

a) Use capital letters   

b) Spelling mistake to be corrected  

10 
 

The first baby bomb was droped on the densely populated 
industrial town of Hiroshima in Japan in 6th August 1945.  

a) Spelling mistake to be corrected  

b) Preposition to be corrected  

For Answers Click Here 



    GHS KATTAYA. HASSAN TALUK. 

Student Name:                                                    LANGUAGE FUNCTIONS (Work Sheet 6 ) 

 For Answers Click Here 

 

S

N 

Read the conversations Language 

Functions 

Tick 

the 

correct 

one 

S 

N 

Read the conversations Language 

Functions 

Tick 

the 

correct 

one 

1 Mom: Where are you going Ramya? 
Ramya: School mom. 
Mom: Then, go with dad dear. 
Ramya: Yes mom. 

a) Order  6 Manu: I am sorry. I have damaged your car. 
Sonu: Don’t worry forget it. I hope you will 
pay for the damage. 
Manu: certainly, it’s my duty. 

a) Requesting  

b) Request  b) Complaining  

c) Obey  c) Suggesting  

d) advice  d) Making an 
apology 

 

2 Hemanth: Can you run 100 meters in 10 
seconds? 
Akash: No, I can’t. 

a) Ability  7 Mother: Why are you looking sad today? 
Son: Because I got 2nd place in running race. 
Mother: Practice well, you will do better 
next time. 

a) Order  

b) Refusing invitation  b) Advice  

c) Agreement  c) Request  

d) Accepting invitation  d) Obey   

3 Raj: I have a party at home. Please do 
come. 
Simran: I would have loved to come.  
But please excuse me, as I have to 
attend a wedding. 

a) Suggestion  8 Teacher: I think you should be more 
regular to school, if you want to pass the 
SSLC exam. 
Student: Henceforth, I will not be absent. 

a) Order  

b) Seeking clarification  b) Opinion  

c) Accepting invitation  c) Ability  

d) Refusing invitation  d) Suggestion  

4 Rahul: I am getting married on 28th of 
this month at hotel Suvarna residency. 
Please do come. 
Pooja: I would love to be a part of the 
celebration if I will be there.   
 

a) Ability  9 Teacher: We have English test tomorrow. 
Everybody has to be come with 
preparation. 
Students: Do we have to memorize the 
poem? 
Teacher: Yes. 

a) Ability  

b) Suggestion  b) Order  

c) Expressing desire  c) Request  

d) obligation  d) Seeking 
clarification 

 

5 Passenger: Excuse me sir, what time is 
the route no. 317 bus expected? 
TC: The next bus will arrive by 3 PM 

a)  Asking permission  10 Students: When will we be getting our 
report cards? 
Clerk: On the 5th of September. 

a) Request  

b) Seeking clarification  b) Suggestion  

c) Seeking Information  c) Seeking 
Information 

 

d) Seeking opinion  d) Seeking 
clarification 

 



GHS KATTAYA. HASSAN TALUK 

Student Name: PHRASAL VERBS (Work Sheet 7) 

SN    Fill in the blanks with appropriate phrasal verbs Answers Choose the correct answer 
1 We look ………………………. our elders for guidance 

 
(up to / up for)  

2 Swami’s father looked …………… the newspaper he was reading under 
the hall lamp. 

(over / through)  

3 Baleshwar asked quickly, fearing that Roma would black …………. once 
more. 

(with / out) 
 

 

4 Roma managed to grind ………… and told him to call her brother. 
 

(out / down)  

5 Dinesh Talreja was wrapping …………. His day at his marketing job at a 
retail shop in Ulhasnagar. 

(around /up)  

6 The doctor asked Baleshwar to hang …………. until Roma’s family 
arrived. 

(over / around)  

7 
 

Inspite of his father’s opposition, Sathish refused to give ………. drawing. (over /up)  

8 If your tongue does not run ………… your discretion, you will achieve 
prosperity in your calling. 

(away with / away over)   

9 “Why do you take ………. his source of entertainment?” asked his 
mother one day. 

(out / away)  

10 The chief minister stepped ………… from his post after his party failed to 
win the election. 

 (over   / down)  

11 My brother turned ………. a job offers from a company because the pay 
was too low. 

(down/ over)  

12 I was so nervous in the interview that I just blanked …………. and 
couldn’t answer their questions properly. 

(in / over)  

13 Police are still trying to sort ………. why the murder was occurred. 
 

(out/ over)  

14 The players have to abide ……… the umpire’s decision. 
 

(in/by)  

15 
 

The smell of this flower brought …………. sweet memories of my 
childhood. 

(back/+front)  

For Answers Click Here 



GHS KATTAYA. HASSAN TALUK. 

Student Name: DEGREES OF COMPARISON (Work Sheet 8) 

SN POSITIVE DEGREE COMPARATIVE DEGREE SUPERLATIVE DEGREE 

 

1 No other man was as strong as Bheema. 
 

  

2   America is the richest country in the world. 
 

3  Lead is heavier than any other metal. 
 

 

4 No other metal is so useful as Iron.  
 

 

5   Mount Everest is the highest peak of the 
Himalayas. 

6  Shakespeare is greater than any other English 
poet. 

 

7 No other planet is so big as Jupiter. 
 

  

8  
 

 Peacock is the most beautiful bird. 

9  
 

Kodagu is cooler than Hassan  

10 Very few animals are as useful as the 
cow. 
 

  

11 
 

  Greenland is the largest island in the world. 

12 
 

 Hemanth is taller than all other boys in the class.  

13 
 

Soya beans are at least as nutritious as 
meat. 

  

14 
 

  The Qutub Minar is the tallest minaret in India.  

15 
 

 Shakuntala is better than any other drama in 
Sanskrit. 

 

For Answers Click Here 



GHS KATTAYA.  HASSAN TALUK. 

Student Name: PREPOSITIONS (Work Sheet 9) 

SN Fill in the blank with appropriate ‘preposition’ Answers 

1 Raghav is a teacher. He works hard …………. the welfare of his students. 
 

 

2 
 

Madhuri was filled ………… surprise when her name was called out.  

3 
 

There was a great deal of conversation …………………. rain and his family.  

4 
 

Geeta gets up early in the morning ………………….5 ‘o’ clock.   

5 In England, it often snows ………………… December.  

6 The painting which is an original copy, was given ……………. My father as a gift.  

7 On my way to school, I saw a small crowd ……………. People gathered near the temple  

8 Aishwarya is good…………. Mathematics.   

9 Smitha stood at the window, her eyes filled …………. tears.  

10 What! Does the child stand ………………. me and death.                                                                      

11 They were crossing a rickety bridge …………. some rapids.  

12 A slow tear trickled down his cheek ………. Surrender left.  

13 The books made him feel depressed and left a deep impression …………………… his sensitive mind.  

14 The most interesting thing ………. the bird was its restless energy.  

15 I’ll just make you walk nine hundred miles ………………. scree and you’ll be done for.  

For Answers Click Here 



GHS KATTAYA. HASSAN TALUK 

Student Name: VERB FORMS (Work Sheet 10) 

SN Fill in the blanks with appropriate tense forms of the verbs given in the 

brackets 

Answers 

1 Tejas …………… ( be + Study ) in 10th standard in GHS Kattaya. 
 

 

2 Yukthi ………………. ( be + earn ) money by giving tuitions 10 years ago. 
 

 

3 When Sathish …………. ( regain) his consciousness his legs …………… ( be + injure). 
 

 

4 It ………… ( be+ rain) heavily and the girl was totally  …………… ( drench) when she reached home. 
 

 

5 Congratulations …………. ( be + shower) on Swami and his friends ………. ( look) at him with great 
respect. 

 

6 The sun ………. (rise ) in the east and ……… (set) in the west. 
 

 

7 Sathish ………… (meet) with an accident and he …………. ( be + bruise ) badly. 
 

 

8 We wanted to ……… (go) into the forest to …….(play) but we couldn’t ……… (get) there. 
 

 

9 Dad ……. ( be) angry because we ………… (make) too much noise in the car. 
 

 

10 The apples in the orchard ………. (be) ready for picking.  
 

 

11 The head master as well as the teachers  ……. (be) busy ……. (make) arrangements for the annual 
day. 

 

12 
 

Somebody ……. (be) knocking at the door when I ……… (reach) home.  

13 
 

Suma ……. (speak) English fluently because she …………. (has + study) in oxford university.  

14 
 

Neither Raju nor Rani …… ( be + tell) the truth. Both ……  (be + lie)  

15 
 

Ashwini, one of my friends …… ( be + visit ) us this evening.  

For Answers Click Here 



GHS KATTAYA. HASSAN TALUK. 

Student Name: HOMOPHONES (Work Sheet 11) 

SN Fill in the blanks with appropriate words given in the brackets Answers 

1 The ……………. looked so unpredictable that we did not know ………………. to carry umbrella or not. 

(weather, whether) 

 

2 The sage had a ………. in his hut. It was very.…….to him (dear, deer)  

3 Mr. Kulkarni is the ……….of our college. He is the man of ………… (principle, principal)  

4 The ……….has received the letter from the ………… watchman. (night, knight)  

5 I ………. a bike in the muddy ………… (rode, road)  

6 A ……….girl was enquiring about the bus ………… to Mysore. ( fare, fair)  

7 The ………… dressed girl ……….the newspaper in the assembly. (red, read)  

8 Speaking ……….is not ……. in the library. (aloud, allowed)  

9 You must …….your name on the …….side corner of the page. (right, write)  

10 A thief entered the …………. shop to ………….(steal, steel )  

11 I have informed my uncle to ……… me near the ………. stall. (meat, meet)  

12 Yogesh wants to ………. a new car …….next week.   (buy, by)  

13 I went to …….the …….shore with my father. ( sea, see)  

14 Last ……… my friend met with an accident, now he is  very ………. (week, weak)  

15 The …….of the sunset near our newly purchased ……. is very beautiful. (site, sight)  

16 This is a ……… of a notorious criminal who entered the multi ………. building for robbery (storey, story)   

17 …………….. are so many books on ………. TV shelf (there, their)  

18 I ………. that where you have purchased your ………. dress.  (new. knew)  

19 The police have to …………. the streets to maintain law and order.  (petrol, patrol)  

20 Don’t ………….anything on the ………….  (altar, alter)  

For Answers Click Here 



GHS KATTAYA. HASSAN TALUK 

Student Name: PARTS OF SPEECH (Work Sheet 12) 

SN Identify the parts of speech of the underlined words Answers 
1 I always speak the truth.  

2 We preferred to go by train because it was cheaper than bus travel 
 

 

3 The lanky youngster is an unemployed high-school dropout from Mirzapur. 
 

 

4 Smitha wriggled her way through the crowds towards the stage. 
 

 

5 The captain is always furious when he hears it. 
 

 

6 Her hands reached for the steel railings above, but finding only air. 
 

 

7 Water is a colourless liquid 
 

 

8 Baleswar grabbed the train’s red emergency chain and pulled it down frantically. 
 

 

9 Though the doll is costly it is lovely 
 

 

10 Yesterday I met my friend Khushi who had just recovered from her illness. 
 

 

11 Alas! We have lost our friend in the accident. 
 

 

12 We ourselves have planted the in our street. 
 

 

13 The workers take rest beneath the tree. 
 

 

14 Honesty is the best policy. 
 

 

15 I have got enough time to prepare for the competitive examinations. 
 

 

For Answers Click Here 

 



GHS KATTAYA. HASSAN TALUK 

Student Name: COLLOCATIONS (Work Sheet 13) 

SN Combine the word with column ‘A’ with its collocative word with column ‘B’ ANSWERS 

A B 

1 Street road, park, light, avenue  

2 Lunch dinner, food, box, supper  

3 Charming hot, answer, girl, book  

4 Wall door, table, house, clock  

5 Card pen, board, page, paper  

6 Native home, speaker, song, friend  

7 Raise alarm,  sound, call, sun  

8 Warm hot, cold, face, smile  

9 Deep  shallow, breath, pain, mission  

10 Common lore, hope, time, cure  

11 Photo picture, draw, sketch, frame  

12 Mass peace, violence, silence, danger  
13 Unbridled thought, plan, tongue, enemy  
14 Curly stars, hair, face, worries   
15 Post lady, server, mortem, trainer  
16 Self myself, approach, angry, boundary  
17 Question bank, test, exam,  book  
18 Cold hot, heat, war, bottle  
19 Joint leg, family, friend, relation  
20 Twinkling sun, moon, stars, sky  

For Answers Click Here  



GHS KATTAYA. HASSAN TALUK 

Student Name: AUXILIARY  (Work Sheet 14) 

SN Choose the appropriate auxiliary verb and fill in the blank 

 

Answers 

1 One of the boys …………………. (was/were) punished.  

2 Hemanth and Tejas ……………. ( is /are) good friends.  

3 The police ……………… ( has/have) registered the case against the criminals.  

4 Neither Geetha nor Khushi ……………. (is /are ) going to the dance party.  

5 Neither Mother nor the children ………. ( has /have ) enjoyed in the party.  

6 Somebody ……. (was / were) knocking at the door When I was sleeping.  

7 The apples in the orchard ………. (is/are) ready for picking.  

8 Ten thousand rupees …….(is/ are) a lot of money for a day’s stay at this hotel.  

9 Why don’t you join the police when you……….(is/ are) grown up ?  

10 Bread and butter ……….(were/was) his daily diet.  

11 Either Shalini or her friends …………….(has/have/ taken it.  

12 The first innings. ………(was/were) very boring.  

13 Each and every classroom in the school ………… (has/have) under the surveillance of CCTV.  

14 Either you or he ……….(has/ have) done it.   

15 Mr. Rakesh, the poet and philosopher ………. (is/ are) going to give a speech tomorrow.  

16 Two hours ……… ( is / are ) a very short time to attend all the questions.  

17 This pair of trousers ……. ( is/are) very costly.  

18 The scissors …… (is / are) kept in the table.  

19 Every leaf  ……… (has/have) fallen from the tree.  

20 Nowadays, the news …….(is/are) so depressing that I have stopped watching news channels.  

For Answers Click Here 

 



GHS KATTAYA.  HASSAN TALUK. 

Student Name: ARTICLES (Work Sheet 15) 

SN Fill in the blank with appropriate ‘articles’ ANSWERS 

1 A report about a boy in the newspaper was ……… unexpected event in Swami’s life.  
2 They arrived at ……….small hospital where nurses helped take Roma in.  

3 Anant was ………. best table-tennis player in the school.  

4 This is not ……. last time they are going to play.  
5 Sathish saw …… bird that was unlike he had ever seen before.  

6 I am late by ………. hour.  
7 …….. Sun rises in the East and sets in the West.  

8 He is ……. M.L.A.   

9 He received …. little money from his friend.   
10 What ….lovely dress!  

11 He gave me a knife and a spoon. …… knife was not sharp.  
12 This is …… wallet I have lost yesterday.  

13 ……. Bible is the holy book of Christians.   
14 …….Palk Strait separates the island of Sri Lanka from India.  

15 He went on vacation to…………… Switzerland.  

16 Yesterday I met ………. European in  Mysore.  
17 My sister is…….architect. After graduating she took …. job.  

18 My brother is …. talented sitar player and has …… beautiful voice.  
19 …… one-eyed soldier was killed in …. accident.  

20 …….. Pacific Ocean is ……. largest  ocean on earth.  

21 We reached ……. bride’s home by 7 ‘o, clock.  
22 He is ……… M.Com. Post-Graduate from Mysore University.  

23 He was in ……. prison for 90 days.  
24 ……. golden sun broke through ……. clouds.  

25 ……….. more you learn, ………. more you gain knowledge.  

For Answers Click Here 

 



GHS KATTAYA. HASSAN TALUK. 

Student Name: OPPOSITES  (Work Sheet 16) 

SN Write the opposite of the underlined words in the given sentences 

 

Answers 

1 In cities roads are wide. But in villages they are …………………………………….  

2 Peacock is a beautiful bird while owl is an ……………………………  

3 Madhusudan can remember the stories but ……………………. the lessons.  

4 Drivers prefer smooth roads to ……………… ones.  

5 Climbing the stairs is ascending but coming down is ………………………  

6 Bengaluru is above the sea level , Kerala’s Kultanadu is ………………………….  

7 One who loves his country is patriot, who hates his country …………………..  

8 Some of the students gave clever answers but others gave ………………. answers.  

9 Bhima is a strong man but his brother is …………………..  

10 Shilpa is tall but her sister is ………………  

11 Some religions believe in heaven and …………  

12 Keep your surrounding clean not ……………….  

13 The former was deaf and the …………. was blind.  

14 Once he was a famous person after the murder of his friend he became a ……………… 

criminal. 

 

15 I succeeded to answer difficult questions but left the ………….. ones.  

16 Don’t tell lie, always tell ……………  

17 He lost his mobile in the railway station but ……………… it quickly by the help of police.  

18 Raju’s father earns money by working in the garage but Raju ……… it  without thinking.  

19 Police arrested Ravi assuming he is guilty but the court announced he is …………………  

20 We should always be optimistic not ………………..  

For Answers Click Here 



GHS KATTAYA. HASSAN TALUK. 

Student Name:                                            CONJUNCTIONS (LINKERS) (Work Sheet 17) 

SN Fill in the blanks with suitable linkers Answers 

1 Swami rose silently ……….. tiptoed to his bed in the passage.  

2 Munisami’s father, who spat out blood ……………… the devil near the river’s edge slapped his cheek.  

3 ………………. Pepe was a boy, he was very useful to Columbus.  

4 Don Anselmo sold his land ……….. he didn’t sell his trees.  

5 Suman and another boy turned up ……….. they had finished their dinner.  

6 Wangjia walk eastwards for many days……….. he saw ahead of him a large mountain.  

7 …………………. you play well, you won’t win the game.  

8 Every person in Rio en Medio born ………… the railroad came to Santa Fe owns a tree in that orchard.  

9 I got the pictures in mind …………….. reading the poem  

10 The doctors had shaken their heads ………… Smitha ………….her parents could understand.  

11 I was completely drenched ………….. I could run to a shelter nearby.  

12 ……………… you tell me the truth; I shall punish you.  

13 Don’t trouble trouble ………. trouble troubles you.  

14 …………………. we agreed with him ……… not in many matters.  

15 We  shall stay here ……………. you return.  

16 Sathish couldn’t talk freely with anyone …………….. he was unable to hear a single word.  

17 Swami desperately tried to escape ………. his feet would not move.  

18 ……………… he is suffering much pain, ….. he does not complain.  

19 He is ……………… a loving father …………….. an ideal gentleman among  his neighbours.  

20 You will pass the exam …………. you work hard  

For Answers Click Here 

 

   



GHS KATTAYA HASSAN TALUK 

Student Name:           ONE WORD SUBSTITUTE (Work Sheet 18) 

SN Give one-word answer Answers 

 

SN Give one-word answer Answers 

1 A dangerous part of the river which flows very 

fast. 

 21 A person who is especially good at some art or 

achievement 

 

2 An angry look or expression  22 To twist and turn the body  

3 Say something not clearly enough  23 A tall building that has flats  

4 To make movements with hands  24 The state of being alone  

5 To breathe in a noisy way  25 A type of religious music  

6 Moved somewhere quietly & secretly  26 Very sad  

7 Lower the body close to the ground  27 High deck at the end of the ship  

8 A device of metal attached to a ship by a cable  28 A decorated rod carried by a king or a queen as a 

symbol of power 

 

9 One who trained in doing acts of public service.  29 A group of people related to family that existed long 

ago 

 

10 Treat someone very kindly and protect the 

person too much from anything unpleasant. 

 30 An act or event that does not follow the laws of 

nature and is believed to be caused by god. 

 

11 Of a place outside a city  31 Dead body  

12 One who travels to work place daily  32 A sudden running of people excited  

13 A scientific method of finding about a crime  33 A person who is interested in own thoughts  

14 Art of making figures in stone, wood metal etc.  34 The art of producing beautiful handwriting  

15 Knowledge r information about a subject  35 A deep breath taken when surprised  

16 A deep cut  36 Very eager for knowledge  

17 The man that a woman engaged to  37 Without any thinking  

18 Tall and thin man  38 An organised journey with a purpose  

19 To become unconscious  39 A person running away from the risk  

20 A stitch that is used to sew a wound  40 Speak in a very unkind way  

 



SN Give one-word answer 

 

Answers SN Give one-word answer Answers 

41 A type of small deer which has large beautiful 

eyes 

 55 Someone whose job is to look after a school or a 

large building 

 

42 Make someone suffer great mental pain  56 complete destruction  

43 A very large form  57 A new activity that involves risk  

44 Raise the topic  58 Being absorbed in an activity  

45 Look at things fixedly for a long time  59 Run very fast  

46 A soldier who dies for the sake of his country  60 Long, double breasted coat  

47 That which cannot be satisfied  61  A feeling of a great surprise  

48 Ability to see, hear and understand  62 Close the day’s business  

49 Cruel, unjust, oppressive rule  63 A frightened dream  

50 Controlled by one country or organisation  64 Moves with the body in contact with the floor  

51 Calmly satisfied with oneself  65 A feeling of great pleasure  

52 To behave in a way, in order to make other 

people believe something that is not true. 

 66 Enthusiastic clapping by the audience who stand by 

their seats as a sign of appreciation. 

 

53 A great performer  67 Low insufficient payment  

54 Without being asked, invited, or expected  68 Remarks intended to hurt somebody  

For Answers  Click Here 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GHS KATTAYA. HASSAN TALUK 

Student Name:             CORRECT FORM OF WORDS (Work Sheet 19) 

SN Write the correct form of the words given in the brackets 

 

Answers 

1 There is no …………………….(compare) between them.  

2 The cricket players’ performance was ……………………….. (impress)  

3 Don Anselmo signed the …………………………… (agree)  

4 Both the boys are ……………….. (difference) to each other.  

5 The judge has given the ………………. (judge)   

6 Baleshwar had no ………………. (choose) but to move her back to the truck.  

7 There was a great deal of ……………… (converse) about rain and his family.  

8 They were really impressed by the great ……………….(perform)   

9 They are simple men and must have their ……………… (relax)   

10 He is a ……………………..(wonder) man.  

11 No one can defeat her in the ……………………. (argue)  

12 Sathish wanted to scream to break the ………………… (silent)  

13 The ………………… (injure) on his head made him to take rest for a week.  

14 Babu was taking in everything with the great ……………… (curious)  

15 Nobody is satisfied with his wealth; everybody is satisfied with his ……………….. (wise)  

16 Artists make a pittance and live in ……………….. (poor)  

17 Sathish managed to paint and draw inspite of his father’s …………..(oppose)  

18 The victim has lodged the ……………………. (complain) against the culprits.  

19 Aiswarya has taken the ………………..(admit) in the prestigious college.  

20 Swami’s father asked Swami to leave the …………… (strong) and prove the courage.  

For answers Click Here 

 



GHS KATTAYA. HASSAN TALUK. 

Student Name: JUMBLED WORDS  (Work Sheet 20 ) 

SN Rearrange the following words to make meaningful 

sentences 

ANSWERS 

1 happy/is/his/family/he/with  

2 expected /we/a/question/difficult/paper  

3 answers/all/questions/she/the/correctly  

4 marriage/ had/I / been / sister’s/my/to  

5 made/ Swami/ gesticulations/wild/ granny/to/his/silence  

6 mobile/can/borrow/Chacha /I / your/?  

7 are/ neither/ or/ he /you/ wrong/are  

8 spoil/broth/too/cooks/many/the  

9 her /address/ you/did/know ?  

10 large/proud/he/of/was/very/family/his  

11 you/do/agree/price/with/the?  

12 launched/the/ISRO/Aryabhata/1975/in  

13 did/you/how/holidays/spend/your?  

14 had/have/lunch/you/your?  

15 fond/ sweets/I /of/am  

16 come/school/why/you/to/yesterday/didn’t?  

17 unhappy/although/he/is/is/he/rich  

18 get/every day/up/morning/the/in/early/I  

19 empty/makes/pot/an/noise/much  

20 please/you/could/help/to/lift/ luggage/the  

For answers Click Here 

 



GHS KATTAYA. HASSAN TALUK 

Student Name: SYLLABLES ( Work Sheet 21 ) 

SN Which one of the following 

has one syllable 

ANSWERS SN Which one of the following has 

two syllables 

ANSWERS 

1 Again, screech, danger, exam  21 Continent, age, people, direction  

2 Tiny, accept, peace, refuse  22 Slipper, election, candidate, energy  

3 Mobile, charger, electricity, cell  23 Majority, special, like, rare  

4 Paper, candle, eat, eraser  24 Wastage, tributary, sectional, quality  

5 Leader, alert, poetic, choice  25 Dead, exhibit, ground, award  

6 Sense, under, approach, receive  26 Mother, loose, street, sheep  

7 stingy, locker, science, fancy  27 President, normally, jovial, energy  

8 Luna, guide, morning, twenty  28 Seer, pure, sneer, ago  

9 Minor, scratch, eclipse, again  29 board, student, dream, adventure  

10 Motor, least, general, father  30 Whom, hero, economics, understand  

11 Ego, simply, quick, city  31 School, prepare, tour, blank  

12 Ago, again, table, eight  32 Decision, avenue, stranger, cool  

13 Alone, against, age, object  33 Bottle, map, cheat, meat  

14 Quantity, prepare, strong, absent  34 Tap, mineral, material, pencil  

15 Learn, parcel, dreaming, radical  35 maximum, cover, wrong, wrist  

16 conduct, mask, ago, proper  36 School,  lean,  again, scout  

17 Cartoon, good, important, library  37 Board, idea, examination, direct  

18 manner, spanner, pawn, nano  38 Sleep,  arrange,  solution.  Lawn  

19 Clean, actor, pupil, farmer  39 Queen, mean, train, stingy  

20 Favour, green, player, prayer  40 Shrine, brain, line, minor  
 

For answers Click Here 



GHS KATTAYA. HASSAN TALUK. 

Student Name:                    REPORTED SPEECH    (Work Sheet 22 ) 

SN Change the following sentences into the reported speech 
 

ANSWERS 

1 Salumarada Thimmakka has said, " I  have been honoured with an 
award. but I don't know   what the  award is." 

 

2 The Prime Minister said, " he made the country  one of the powerful 
nations in the world." 

 

3 Preetham Gowda said, " The officials did not give  any information 
on either eviction or demolition of the buildings on BM  Road." 

 

4 Minister Revanna asked, " Do you know what is privilege motion? 
 

 

5 Trump said, " I have seen and heard from enough Democrats and 
Republicans  that they are willing to put partisanship aside, I think" 

 

6 Stephen asked, " How fair is it? Why did the police kill innocent 
civilians why no case has filed against the policeman who shot 13 
people? 

 

7 Devegowda said,"  we have failed to implement a few  
recommendations  such as addressing glaring inequalities and social  
equality," 

 

8 The press states, " the decision of merging the PU Board  with 
secondary education board is not a scientific measure" 

 

9 MP Pratap Simha said, "The union Civil Aviation Ministry  has 
approved to flights under the Regional connectivity scheme on 
Friday" 

 

10 The Governor said, " The goal of the state is to bring all children of 
school going age  to the classroom." 

 

 

For answers Click Here 

 

 



GHS KATTAYA. HASSAN TALUK. 

ACTIVE VOICE AND PASSIVE VOICE 

ACTIVE VOICE PASSIVE VOICE 

1. We are buying brand-new bats and balls. 
 

Brand-new bats and balls are being bought by us. 

2. He made wild gesticulation to silence his granny. 
 

Wild gesticulation was made by him to silence his granny. 

3. Baleshwar grabbed the train’s red emergency chain. 
 

The train’s red emergency chain was grabbed by Baleshwar. 

4. They had re-plastered the old house. 
 

The old house had been re-plastered by them. 

5. A large moustached man made a long boring 
speech. 

 

A long boring speech was made by a large moustached man. 
 

6. The thieves planned the robbery very carefully 
 

The robbery was planned by the thieves  very carefully. 

7. Does she complete her work? 
 

Is her work Competed by her? 

8. Open the door.                                                
 

Let the door be opened. 

9.   Walk slowly (Advice) 
 

You are advised to walk slowly. 

10.   Do not beat the dog.                   
 

Let the dog not be beaten. 

11. I will attend the seminar without fail. 
 

The seminar will be attended by me without fail. 

12. Teacher always encourage us. 
 

We are always encouraged by teacher. 

13. She can sing classical songs. 
 

Classical songs can be sung by her. 

14. He gives a coin to the beggar 
 

A coin to the beggar is given by him. 

15.    She is cooking food in the kitchen. 
 

Food is being cooked by her in the kitchen. 

 



GHS KATTAYA.  HASSAN TALUK. 

QUESTION TAGS 

SN SENTENCES QUESTION TAGS 

1 He always sleeps beside his granny in the passage. Doesn’t he? 
2 I don’t like you the way you brought up. Do I? 
3 Baleshwar grabbed the train’s chain. Didn’t he? 
4 Roma lost her foothold. Didn’t she? 
5 I hardly know anything about the boy Do I ? 
6 Raju and Manju are playing football in the ground.  Aren’t they ? 
7 Let’s complete the work now. Shall we ? 
8 You must attend the class hereafter. Mustn’t you? 
9 They come by train. Don’t they ? 

10 Boys are regular these days. Aren’t they? 
11 She will get first class. Won’t she ? 
12 I am going to Goa next week with my friends. Aren’t I ? 
13 We were in Mysore yesterday at 6 PM Weren’t we? 
14 You have returned the books. Haven’t you ? 
15 We shall wait for him for one more hour. Shan’t we ? 
16 She rarely gets up early in the morning. does she ? 
17 Ravi has not paid the fee. has he? 
18 Today is the final match between RCB and KKR. Isn’t It ? 
19 I am not attending the class today. Am I ? 
20 Some of us would welcome the coast of Spain still more. Wouldn’t we ? 

 

 



GHS KATTAYA. HASSAN TALUK 

FRAMING QUESTIONS 

SN SENTENCES QUESTIONS 

 

1 Swami’s father was an advocate. 
 

Whose father was an advocate? 

2 I always like to read Deccan Herald newspaper. 
 

Which newspaper do you like to read ? 

3 Baleshwar went and grabbed the train’s emergency chain. 
 

Who grabbed the train’s emergency chain? 

4 Don Anselmo’s orchard was gnarled and beautiful. 
 

How was Don Anselmo’s orchard ? 

5 The old man sold his property because he knew that the Americans 
were good people. 

Why did the old man sell his property? 

6 Post office is 8 kms away from our school 
 

How far is post office from your school ? 

7 There are forty-five students in the class 
 

How many students are there in the class? 

8 Raghu went to Mysore yesterday 
 

When did Raghu go to Mysore? 

9 Swami felt cut off from humanity 
 

How did Swami feel ? 

10 Whenever they came to Mumbai, Anant’s family stayed with Aunt 
Sushila 

Where did Anant’s family stay in  Mumbai? 

11 I waited for two hours in the railway station 
 

How long did you wait in the railway station? 

12 I have 2000 rupees with me. 
 

How many rupees have you? 

13 Anant’s family came to Bombay for the treatment 
 

Why did Anant’s family come to Bombay? 

14 I paid the fee on 20th June 
 

When did I pay the fee? 

15 The old folk used to say that happiness was a beautiful bird living on 
a snowy mountain far, far away in the east. 

Where was a beautiful bird living? 

 



GHS KATTAYA. HASSAN TALUK. 

IF CLAUSE (CONDITIONALS) 

SN IF CLAUSE ANSWERS 

A B C D Correct option 

1 If Tejas hadn’t taken the life line early, he …………. 
12.80 lakhs. 

wins will win  would win would have won D) would have 
won 

2 If I had brought my camera, we ………………. some 
photographs. 

take will take  would take would have taken D) would have 
taken 

3 If you had not moved to the edge of the 
compound, you …………………………………. down. 

 don’t fell won’t fell wouldn’t fell wouldn’t have 
fallen 

D) wouldn’t have 
fallen 

4 If babies are hungry, they ……………………  cry will cry would cry would have cried 
 

A) cry 

5 If I had a lot of money, I ……………. around the 
world.  

travel will travel would travel would have 
travelled 

C) would travel 

6 If I don’t sleep at once, perhaps I …………………  die shall die should died should have died 
 

B) shall die 

7 If you had gone to the station at 10:30 a.m., you 
……………….   the train 

don’t miss  won’t miss wouldn’t miss wouldn’t have 
missed 

D) wouldn’t have 
missed 

8 If nobody else is for the office, I ……………… it 
myself. 

perform will perform would perform would have 
performed 

B) will perform 

9 If your tongue does not run away with your 
discretion, you ………. property in your calling. 

achieve will achieve would achieve would have 
achieved 

B) will achieve 

10 If you had scored more marks, you ……………. seat 
in the college you want. 

get  will get would get would have got D) would have got 

11 If she had brought the notes, she ………………. it. copies will copy would copy would have 
copied 
 

D) would have 
copied 
 

12 If I had not lost the power of hearing, I …………. an 
artist 

must have  will have 
become 

would become would have 
become 

D) would have 
become 

13 If you had told me earlier, I ………………… a vehicle. shall arrange will arrange would arrange  would have 
arranged 

D) would have 
arranged 

14 If Virat had scored century, India ………….. the 
match. 

wins will win would win would have won D) would have 
won 

15 If you touch a fire, you……………………… burned get  will get  would get   would have got  
 

A) get 

 



GHS KATTAYA. HASSAN TALUK 

EDIT AND REWRITE 

SN IDENTIFY THE ERRORS CLUES REWRITE 
1 Last Sunday, jackey and I went to beach. When we arrived, 

we thought it was going to rained. Luckily, the sky cleared up 
 

a) Use capital letters. a) Jackey 
b) Verbal mistake to be corrected. b) to be rained 

2 Swami’s father sat gloomily gazing in the newspaper. Swami 
rise silently and tiptoed to his bed.  

 

a) Preposition to be corrected a) at the newspaper 

b) Verbal mistake to be corrected b) rose 

3 Impulsively, Baleshwar went and grabed the train’s 
emergency door and pulled it down frantical. 
 

a) Use correct spelling a) grabbed 

b) Adverbial mistake to be corrected b) frantically 

4 Don Anselmo shaked hands all around, put up his ragged 
gloves, took his stick and walked out with the boy behind 
him. 

a) Verbal mistake to be corrected a) shook 

b) Use correct phrasal verb b) put out 

5 A large moustachioed man made the long boring speech. 
Then followed by the presentation of bouquet. 

a) Article to be corrected a) a long boring speech 

b) Plural to be used b) bouquets 

6 Whales are normally gentle. Many whales exibit strong family 
ties. The young ones remain with parents for up to fifteen 
years or more. How wonderful it is. 

a) Spelling mistake to be corrected a) exhibit 

b) Use correct punctuation mark b) How wonderful it is ! 

7 What is the meaning of this wild uproar. The men stand 
transfixed. The first men to move shall spend the rest of the 
night in irons! 

a) Use correct punctuation mark a) What is the meaning of this wild uproar? 

b) Noun plural to be corrected b) The first man 

8 
 

Sathish couldn’t talk free with anyone but he was unable to 
hear a single word. 

a) Adverbial mistake to be corrected a) Sathish couldn’t talk freely with anyone  

b) Conjunction to be corrected b) because he was unable to hear a single 
word. 

9 
 

River cauvery is providing drinking water too many people in 
karnataka. 

a) Use capital letters  a)  Cauvery, Karnataka 

b) Spelling mistake to be corrected b) to many people 

10 
 

The first baby bomb was droped on the densely populated 
industrial town of Hiroshima in Japan in 6th August 1945.  

a) Spelling mistake to be corrected a) dropped 

b) Preposition to be corrected b) On 6th August 1945 

 



GHS KATTAYA. HASSAN TALUK. 

LANGUAGE FUNCTIONS 

S

N 

Read the conversations Language 

Functions 

Tick the 

correct 

one 

S 

N 

Read the conversations Language 

Functions 

Tick the 

correct 

one 

1 Mom: Where are you going Ramya? 
Ramya: School mom. 
Mom: Then, go with dad dear. 
Ramya: Yes mom. 

a) Order d) advice 6 Manu: I am sorry. I have damaged your car. 
Sonu: Don’t worry forget it. I hope you will 
pay for the damage. 
Manu: certainly, it’s my duty. 

a) Requesting d) Making 
an apology b) Request b) Complaining 

c) Obey c) Suggesting 

d) advice d) Making an 
apology 

2 Hemanth: Can you run 100 meters 
in 10 seconds? 
Akash: No, I can’t. 

a) Ability a) Ability 7 Mother: Why are you looking sad today? 
Son: Because I got 2nd place in running race. 
Mother: Practice well, you will do better 
next time. 

a) Order b) Advice 

b) Refusing invitation b) Advice 

c) Agreement c) Request 

d) Accepting 
invitation 

d) Obey  

3 Raj: I have a party at home. Please 
do come. 
Simran: I would have loved to come.  
But please excuse me, as I have to 
attend a wedding. 

a) Suggestion d) Refusing 
invitation 

8 Teacher: I think you should be more 
regular to school, if you want to pass the 
SSLC exam. 
Student: Henceforth, I will not be absent. 

a) Order b) Opinion 

b) Seeking 
clarification 

b) Opinion 

c) Accepting invitation c) Ability 

d) Refusing invitation d) Suggestion 

4 Rahul: I am getting married on 28th 
of this month at hotel Suvarna 
residency. Please do come. 
Pooja: I would love to be a part of 
the celebration if I will be there.   
 

a) Ability c) 
Expressing 
desire 

9 Teacher: We have English test tomorrow. 
Everybody has to be come with 
preparation. 
Students: Do we have to memorize the 
poem? 
Teacher: Yes. 

a) Ability d) Seeking 
clarification b) Suggestion b) Order 

c) Expressing desire c) Request 

d) obligation d) Seeking 
clarification 

5 Passenger: Excuse me sir, what time 
is the route no. 317 bus expected? 
TC: The next bus will arrive by 3 PM 

a)  Asking permission c) Seeking 
Information 

10 Students: When will we be getting our 
report cards? 
Clerk: On the 5th of September. 

a) Request c) Seeking 
Information b) Seeking 

clarification 
b) Suggestion 

c) Seeking 
Information 

c) Seeking 
Information 

d) Seeking opinion d) Seeking 
clarification 

 



GHS KATTAYA. HASSAN TALUK 

PHRASAL VERBS 

SN    Fill in the blanks with appropriate phrasal verbs Answers Choose the correct answer 

 

1 We look ………………………. our elders for guidance. 
 

(up to / up for) look up for 

2 Swami’s father looked …………… the newspaper he was reading under 
the hall lamp. 

(over / through) looked over 

3 Baleshwar asked quickly, fearing that Roma would black …………. once 
more. 

(with / out) 
 

black out 

4 Roma managed to grind ………… and told him to call her brother. 
 

(out / down) grind out 

5 Dinesh Talreja was wrapping …………. His day at his marketing job at a 
retail shop in Ulhasnagar. 

(around /up) wrapping up 

6 The doctor asked Baleshwar to hang …………. until Roma’s family 
arrived. 

(over / around) hang round 

7 
 

In spite of his father’s opposition, Sathish refused to give ………. 
drawing. 

(over /up) give up 

8 If your tongue does not run ………… your discretion, you will achieve 
prosperity in your calling. 

(away with / away over)  run away with 

9 “Why do you take ………. his source of entertainment?” asked his 
mother one day. 

(out / away) take away 

10 The chief minister stepped ………… from his post after his party failed to 
win the election. 

 (over   / down) stepped down 

11 My brother turned ………. a job offers from a company because the pay 
was too low. 

(down/ over) turned down 

12 I was so nervous in the interview that I just blanked …………. and 
couldn’t answer their questions properly. 

(out / over) blanked out 

13 Police are still trying to sort ………. why the murder was occurred. 
 

(out/ over) sort out 

14 The players have to abide ……… the umpire’s decision. 
 

(in/by) abide by 

15 
 

The smell of this flower brought …………. sweet memories of my 
childhood. 

(back/front) brought back 

 



GHS KATTAYA. HASSAN TALUK. 

DEGREES OF COMPARISON 

SN POSITIVE DEGREE COMPARATIVE DEGREE SUPERLATIVE DEGREE 

 

1 No other man was as strong as Bheema. 
 

Bheema was stronger than any other man. Bheema was the strongest of all men. 

2 No other country in the world so rich as 
America. 

America is richer than any other country in the 
world. 

America is the richest country in the world. 
 

3 No other metal is so heavy as lead. Lead is heavier than any other metal. 
 

Lead is the heaviest of all metals. 

4 No other metal is so useful as Iron. Iron is more useful than all the other metal. 
 

Iron is the most useful of all metals. 

5 No other peak of the Himalayas is so high as 
Mount Everest. 

Mount Everest is higher than any other peak of 
the Himalayas. 

Mount Everest is the highest peak of the 
Himalayas. 

6 No other English poet is so great as 
Shakespeare. 

Shakespeare is greater than any other English 
poet. 

Shakespeare is the greatest of English poets. 

7 No other planet is so big as Jupiter. 
 

Jupiter is bigger than any other planet. Jupitesr is the biggest planet. 

8 No other bird is so beautiful as Peacock. 
 

Peacock is more beautiful than any other bird. Peacock is the most beautiful bird. 

9 Hassan is not as cool as Kodagu. 
 

Kodagu is cooler than Hassan ********************************** 

10 Very few animals are as useful as the cow. 
 

The cow is more useful than most other animals. The cow is one of the most useful animals. 

11 
 

No other island in the world is so large as 
Greenland. 

Greenland is larger than any other island in the 
world. 

Greenland is the largest island in the world. 

12 
 

No other boy in the class is so tall as 
Hemanth. 

Hemanth is taller than all other boys in the class. Hemanth is the tallest boy in the class. 

13 
 

Soya beans are at least as nutritious as 
meat. 

Soya beans are not less nutritious than meat.  OR 
Meat is not more nutritious than Soya beans 

*********************************** 

14 
 

No other minaret in India is so tall as Qutub 
Minar. 

Qutub Minar is taller than any other minaret in 
India. 

The Qutub Minar is the tallest minaret in 
India.  

15 
 

No other drama in Sanskrit is so good as 
Shakuntala. 

Shakuntala is better than any other drama in 
Sanskrit. 

Shakuntala is the best drama in Sanskrit. 

 



GHS KATTAYA.  HASSAN TALUK. 

PREPOSITIONS 

SN Fill in the blank with appropriate ‘preposition’ Answers 

1 Raghav is a teacher. He works hard …………. the welfare of his students. 
 

for 

2 
 

Madhuri was filled ………… surprise when her name was called out. with 

3 
 

There was a great deal of conversation …………………. rain and his family. about 

4 
 

Geeta gets up early in the morning ………………….5 ‘o’ clock.  at 

5 In England, it often snows ………………… December. in 
 

6 The painting which is an original copy, was given ……………. My father as a gift. to 
 

7 On my way to school, I saw a small crowd ……………. People gathered near the temple of 
 

8 Aishwarya is good…………. Mathematics.  at 
 

9 Smitha stood at the window, her eyes filled …………. tears. with 
 

10 What! Does the child stand ………………. me and death. between 
 

11 They were crossing a rickety bridge …………. some rapids. over 
 

12 A slow tear trickled down his cheek ………. Surrender left. after 
 

13 The books made him feel depressed and left a deep impression …………………… his sensitive mind. upon 
 

14 The most interesting thing ………. the bird was its restless energy. about 
 

15 I’ll just make you walk nine hundred miles ………………. scree and you’ll be done for. across 
 



GHS KATTAYA. HASSAN TALUK 

VERB FORMS 

SN Fill in the blanks with appropriate tense forms of the verbs given in the 

brackets 

Answers 

1 Tejas …………… ( be + Study ) in 10th standard in GHS Kattaya. 
 

is studying 

2 Yukthi ………………. ( be + earn ) money by giving tuitions 10 years ago. 
 

was earning 

3 When Sathish …………. ( regain) his consciousness his legs …………… ( be + injure). 
 

regained,   were injured 

4 It ………… ( be+ rain) heavily and the girl was totally  …………… ( drench) when she reached home. 
 

was raining,   drenched 

5 Congratulations …………. ( be + shower) on Swami and his friends ………. ( look) at him with great 
respect. 

were showered, looked 

6 The sun ………. (rise ) in the east and ……… (set) in the west. 
 

rises, sets 

7 Sathish ………… (meet) with an accident and he …………. ( be + bruise ) badly. 
 

met,  was bruised 

8 We wanted to ……… (go) into the forest to …….(play) but we couldn’t ……… (get) there. 
 

go, play , get 

9 Dad ……. ( be) angry because we ………… (make) too much noise in the car. 
 

was, made 

10 The apples in the orchard ………. (be) ready for picking.  
 

are  

11 The head master as well as the teachers  ……. (be) busy ……. (make) arrangements for the annual 
day. 

is, making 

12 
 

Somebody ……. (be) knocking at the door when I ……… (reach) home. was, reached 

13 
 

Suma ……. (speak) English fluently because she …………. (has + study) in oxford university. speaks, has studied 

14 
 

Neither Raju nor Rani …… ( be + tell) the truth. Both ……  (be + lie) is telling,  are lying 

15 
 

Ashwini, one of my friends …… ( be + visit ) us this evening. is visiting 

 



GHS KATTAYA. HASSAN TALUK. 

HOMOPHONES 

SN Fill in the blanks with appropriate words given in the brackets Answers 

 

1 The ……………. looked so unpredictable that we did not know ………………. to carry umbrella or not. 
(weather, whether) 

weather, whether 

2 The sage had a ………. in his hut. It was very.…….to him (dear, deer) dear, deer 

3 Mr. Kulkarni is the ……….of our college. He is the man of ………… (principle, principal) principal, principle 

4 The ……….has received the letter from the ………… watchman. (night, knight) knight, night 

5 I ………. a bike in the muddy ………… (rode, road) rode, road 

6 A ……….girl was enquiring about the bus ………… to Mysore. ( fare, fair) fair, fare 

7 The ………… dressed girl ……….the newspaper in the assembly. (red, read) red, read 

8 Speaking ……….is not ……. in the library. (aloud, allowed) aloud, allowed 

9 You must …….your name on the …….side corner of the page. (right, write) write, right 

10 A thief entered the …………. shop to ………….(steal, steel ) steel, steal 
11 I have informed my uncle to ……… me near the ………. stall. (meat, meet) meet,  meat 

12 Yogesh wants to ………. a new car …….next week.   (buy, by) buy, by 

13 I went to …….the …….shore with my father. ( sea, see) see, sea 

14 Last ……… my friend met with an accident, now he is  very ………. (week, weak) week, weak 

15 The …….of the sunset near our newly purchased ……. Is very beautiful. (site, sight) sight, site 

16 This is a ……… of a notorious criminal who entered the multi ………. Building for robbery. (storey, story) story, storey 

17 …………….. are so many books on ………. TV shelf ( there, their) 
 

there, their 

18 I ………. that where you have purchased your ……….dress.  (new. knew) 
 

knew, new 

19 The police have to …………. the streets to maintain law and order.  (petrol, patrol) 
 

patrol 

20 Don’t ………….anything on the …………. (altar, alter) alter, altar 

 



GHS KATTAYA. HASSAN TALUK 

PARTS OF SPEECH 

SN Identify the parts of speech of the underlined words Answers 
1 I always speak the truth. Adverb 

 

2 We preferred to go by train because it was cheaper than bus travel 
 

Conjunction 

3 The lanky youngster is an unemployed high-school dropout from Mirzapur. 
 

Adjective 

4 Smitha wriggled her way through the crowds towards the stage. 
 

Verb 

5 The captain is always furious when he hears it. 
 

Adverb 

6 Her hands reached for the steel railings above, but finding only air. 
 

Conjunction 

7 Water is a colourless liquid 
 

Adjective 

8 Baleswar grabbed the train’s red emergency chain and pulled it down frantically. 
 

Adverb 

9 Though the doll is costly it is lovely 
 

Conjunction 

10 Yesterday I met my friend Khushi who had just recovered from her illness. 
 

Pronoun 

11 Alas! We have lost our friend in the accident. 
 

Interjection 

12 We ourselves have planted the in our street. 
 

Pronoun 

13 The workers take rest beneath the tree. 
 

Preposition 

14 Honesty is the best policy. 
 

Noun 

15 I have got enough time to prepare for the competitive examinations. 
 

Adjective 
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COLLOCATIONS 

SN Combine the word with column ‘A’ with its collocative word with column ‘B’ ANSWERS 

A B 

1 Street road, park, light, avenue Street light 

2 Lunch dinner, food, box, supper Lunch box 

3 Charming hot, answer, girl, book Charming girl 

4 Wall door, table, house, clock Wall clock 

5 Card pen, board, page, paper Card board 

6 Native home, speaker, song, friend Native speaker 

7 Raise alarm,  sound, call, sun Raise alarm 

8 Warm hot, cold, face, smile Warm smile 

9 Deep  shallow, breath, pain, mission Deep breath 

10 Common lore, hope, time, cure Common lore 

11 Photo picture, draw, sketch, frame Photo frame 

12 Mass peace, violence, silence, danger Mass violence 

13 Unbridled thought, plan, tongue, enemy Unbridled tongue 

14 Curly stars, hair, face, worries  Curly hair 

15 Post lady, server, mortem, trainer Post mortem 

16 Self myself, approach, angry, boundary Self-approach 

17 Question bank, test, exam,  book Question bank 

18 Cold hot, heat, war, bottle Cold war 

19 Joint leg, family, friend, relation Joint family 

20 Twinkling sun, moon, stars, sky Twinkling stars 
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AUXILIARY 

SN Choose the appropriate auxiliary verb and fill in the blank 

 

Answers 

1 One of the boys …………………. (was/were) punished. was 

2 Hemanth and Tejas ……………. ( is /are) good friends. are 

3 The police ……………… ( has/have) registered the case against the criminals. have 

4 Neither Geetha nor Khushi ……………. (is /are ) going to the dance party. is 

5 Neither Mother nor the children ………. ( has /have ) enjoyed in the party. have 

6 Somebody ……. (was / were) knocking at the door when I was sleeping. was 

7 The apples in the orchard ………. (is/are) ready for picking. are 

8 Ten thousand rupees …….(is/ are) a lot of money for a day’s stay at this hotel. is 

9 Why don’t you join the police when you……….(is/ are) grown up ? are 

10 Bread and butter ……….(were/was) his daily diet. was 

11 Either Shalini or her friends …………….(has/have/ taken it. have 

12 The first innings. ………(was/were) very boring. was 

13 Each and every classroom in the school ………… (has/have) under the surveillance of CCTV. has 

14 Either you or he ……….(has/ have) done it.  has 

15 Mr. Rakesh, the poet and philosopher ………. (is/ are) going to give a speech tomorrow. is 

16 Two hours ……… ( is / are ) a very short time to attend all the questions. is 

17 This pair of trousers ……. ( is/are) very costly. is 

18 The scissors …… (is / are) kept in the table. are 

19 Every leaf  ……… (has/have) fallen from the tree. 
 

has 

20 Nowadays, the news …….(is/are) so depressing that I have stopped watching news channels. 
 

is 
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ARTICLES 

SN Fill in the blank with appropriate ‘articles’ ANSWERS 

1 …….. report about a boy in the newspaper was ……… unexpected event in Swami’s life. A, an 

2 They arrived at ……….small hospital where nurses helped take Roma in. a 
3 Anant was ………. best table-tennis player in the school. the 

4 This is not ……. last time they are going to play. the 

5 Sathish saw …… bird that was unlike he had ever seen before. a 
6 I am late by ……….hour. an 

7 …….. Sun rises in the East and sets in …… West. The, the 
8 He is ……. M.L.A.  an 

9 He received …. little money from his friend.  a 
10 What ….lovely dress! a 

11 He gave me a knife and a spoon. …… knife was not sharp. The 

12 This is …… wallet I have lost yesterday. the 
13 ……. Bible is the holy book of Christians.  The 

14 …….Palk Strait separates the island of Sri Lanka from India. The 
15 He went on vacation to…………… Switzerland. No article 

16 Yesterday I met ………. European in  Mysore. a 

17 My sister is…….architect. After graduating she took …. job. an, a 
18 My brother is …. talented sitar player and has …… beautiful voice. a, a 

19 …… one-eyed soldier was killed in …. accident. a, an 
20 …….. Pacific Ocean is ……. largest  ocean on earth. The, the 

21 We reached ……. bride’s home by 7 ‘o, clock. the 
22 He is ……… M.Com. Post-Graduate from Mysore University. an 

23 He was in ……. prison for 90 days. No article 

24 ……. golden sun broke through ……. clouds. The, the 
25 ……….. more you learn, ………. more you gain knowledge. The, the 
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OPPOSITES 

SN s 

 

Answers 

1 In cities roads are wide. But in villages they are ……………………………………. narrow 

2 Peacock is a beautiful bird while owl is an …………………………… ugly 

3 Madhusudan can remember the stories but ……………………. the lessons. forget 

4 Drivers prefer smooth roads to ……………… ones. rough 

5 Climbing the stairs is ascending but coming down is ……………………… descending 

6 Bengaluru is above the sea level , Kerala’s Kultanadu is …………………………. below 

7 One who loves his country is patriot, who hates his country ………………….. traitor 

8 Some of the students gave clever answers but others gave ………………. answers. foolish 

9 Bhima is a strong man but his brother is ………………….. weak 

10 Shilpa is tall but her sister is ……………… short 

11 Some religions believe in heaven and ………… hell 

12 Keep your surrounding clean not ………………. dirty 

13 The former was deaf and the …………. was blind. latter 

14 Once he was a famous person after the murder of his friend he became a ……………… 

criminal. 

notorious 

15 I succeeded to answer difficult questions but left the ………….. ones. easy 

16 Don’t tell lie, always tell …………… truth 

17 He lost his mobile in the railway station but ……………… it quickly by the help of police. found 

18 Raju’s father earns money by working in the garage but Raju ……… it  without thinking. spends 

19 Police arrested Ravi assuming he is guilty but the court announced he is ………………… innocent 

20 We should always be optimistic not ……………….. pessimistic 

 



GHS KATTAYA. HASSAN TALUK. 

CONJUNCTIONS (LINKERS) 

SN Fill in the blanks with suitable linkers 

 

Answers 

1 Swami rose silently ……….. tiptoed to his bed in the passage. and 

2 Munisami’s father, who spat out blood ……………… the devil near the river’s edge slapped his cheek. because 

3 ………………. Pepe was a boy, he was very useful to Columbus. Although 

4 Don Anselmo sold his land ……….. he didn’t sell his trees. but 

5 Suman and another boy turned up ……….. they had finished their dinner. after 

6 Wangjia walk eastwards for many days……….. he saw ahead of him a large mountain. until 

7 …………………. you play well, you won’t win the game. Unless 

8 Every person in Rio en Medio born ………… the railroad came to Santa Fe owns a tree in that orchard. since 

9 I got the pictures in mind …………….. reading the poem while 

10 The doctors had shaken their heads ………… Smitha ………….her parents could understand. neither, nor 

11 I was completely drenched ………….. I could run to a shelter nearby. before 

12 ……………… you tell me the truth; I shall punish you. Unless 

13 Don’t trouble trouble ………. trouble troubles you. until 

14 …………………. we agreed with him ……… not in many matters. Whether, or 

15 We  shall stay here ……………. you return. till 

16 Sathish couldn’t talk freely with anyone …………….. he was unable to hear a single word. because 

17 Swami desperately tried to escape ………. his feet would not move. but 

18 ……………… he is suffering much pain, ….. he does not complain. Though, yet 

19 He is ……………… a loving father …………….. an ideal gentleman among  his neighbours. not only, but also 

20 You will pass the exam …………. you work hard If 
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ONE WORD SUBSTITUTE ANSWERS 

SN Give one-word answer Answers 

 

SN Give one-word answer Answers 

1 A dangerous part of the river which flows very fast. rapids 21 A person who is especially good at some art or 

achievement 

wizard 

2 An angry look or expression scowl 22 To twist and turn the body wriggle 

3 Say something not clearly enough mumble 23 A tall building that has flats block 

4 To make movements with hands gesticulatio

n 

24 The state of being alone solitude 

5 To breathe in a noisy way snore 25 A type of religious music gospel 

6 Moved somewhere quietly & secretly slunk 26 Very sad Melancholy 

7 Lower the body close to the ground crouch 27 High deck at the end of the ship Poop 

8 A device of metal attached to a ship by a cable anchor 28 A decorated rod carried by a king or a queen as a 

symbol of power 

Sceptre 

9 One who trained in doing acts of public service. scout 29 A group of people related to family that existed long 

ago 

descendants 

10 Treat someone very kindly and protect the person 

too much from anything unpleasant. 

Molly-

coddle 

30 An act or event that does not follow the laws of nature 

and is believed to be caused by god. 

Miracle 

11 Of a place outside a city suburban 31 Dead body Carcass 

12 One who travels to work place daily commuter 32 A sudden running of people excited stampede 

13 A scientific method of finding about a crime forensic 33 A person who is interested in own thoughts introvert 

14 Art of making figures in stone, wood metal etc. sculpture 34 The art of producing beautiful handwriting calligraphy 

15 Knowledge r information about a subject lure 35 A deep breath taken when surprised Gasp 

16 A deep cut gash 36 Very eager for knowledge voracious 

17 The man that a woman engaged to Fiancé’ 37 Without any thinking impulsively 

18 Tall and thin man lanky 38 An organised journey with a purpose expedition 

19 To become unconscious Black out 39 A person running away from the risk shirker 

20 A stitch that is used to sew a wound suture 40 Speak in a very unkind way sneer 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SN Give one-word answer 

 

Answers SN Give one-word answer Answers 

41 A type of small deer which has large beautiful 

eyes 

gazelle 55 Someone whose job is to look after a school or a 

large building 

Janitor 

42 Make someone suffer great mental pain rack 56 complete destruction Annihilation 

43 A very large form ranch 57 A new activity that involves risk venture 

44 Raise the topic Broach 58 Being absorbed in an activity Immersion 

45 Look at things fixedly for a long time Stare 59 Run very fast sprint 

46 A soldier who dies for the sake of his country martyr 60 Long, double breasted coat Prince Alberts 

47 That which cannot be satisfied Insatiable 61  A feeling of a great surprise astonishment 

48 Ability to see, hear and understand perception 62 Close the day’s business Wrap up 

49 Cruel, unjust, oppressive rule tyranny 63 A frightened dream Nightmare 

50 Controlled by one country or organisation hegemony 64 Moves with the body in contact with the floor crawls 

51 Calmly satisfied with oneself complacent 65 A feeling of great pleasure Enchantment 

52 To behave in a way, in order to make other 

people believe something that is not true. 

Pretend  66 Enthusiastic clapping by the audience who stand by 

their seats as a sign of appreciation. 

Ovation 

53 A great performer maestro 67 Low insufficient payment Pittance 

54 Without being asked, invited, or expected unbidden 68 Remarks intended to hurt somebody taunts 
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CORRECT FORM OF WORDS 

SN Write the correct form of the words given in the brackets 

 

Answers 

1 There is no …………………….(compare) between them. Comparison 

2 The cricket players’ performance was ……………………….. (impress) impressionable 

3 Don Anselmo signed the …………………………… (agree) agreement 

4 Both the boys are ……………….. (difference) to each other. different 

5 The judge has given the ………………. (judge)  judgement 

6 Baleshwar had no ………………. (choose) but to move her back to the truck. choice 

7 There was a great deal of ……………… (converse) about rain and his family. conversation 

8 They were really impressed by the great ……………….(perform)  performance 

9 They are simple men and must have their ……………… (relax)  relaxation 

10 He is a ……………………..(wonder) man. wonderful 

11 No one can defeat her in the ……………………. (argue) argument 

12 Sathish wanted to scream to break the ………………… (silent) silence 

13 The ………………… (injure) on his head made him to take rest for a week. injury 

14 Babu was taking in everything with the great ……………… (curious) curiosity 

15 Nobody is satisfied with his wealth; everybody is satisfied with his ……………….. (wise) wisdom 

16 Artists make a pittance and live in ……………….. (poor) poverty 

17 Sathish managed to paint and draw inspite of his father’s …………..(oppose) opposition 

18 The victim has lodged the ……………………. (complain) against the culprits. complaint 

19 Aiswarya has taken the ………………..(admit) in the prestigious college. admission 

20 Swami’s father asked Swami to leave the …………… (strong) and prove the courage. strength 

 

 



GHS KATTAYA. HASSAN TALUK. 

JUMBLED WORDS 

SN Rearrange the following words to make meaningful 

sentences 

ANSWERS 

1 happy/is/his/family/he/with He is happy with his family. 

2 expected /we/a/question/difficult/paper We expected a difficult question paper. 

3 answers/all/questions/she/the/correctly She answers all the questions correctly. 

4 marriage/ had/I / been / sister’s/my/to I had been to my sister’s marriage. 

5 made/ Swami/ gesticulations/wild/ granny/to/his/silence Swami made wild gesticulations to silence his granny. 

6 mobile/can/borrow/Chacha /I / your/? Chacha, can I borrow your mobile? 

7 are/ neither/ or/ he /you/ wrong/are Neither he or you are wrong. 

8 spoil/broth/too/cooks/many/the Too many cooks spoil the broth. 

9 her /address/ you/did/know ? Did you know her address? 

10 large/proud/he/of/was/very/family/his He was very proud of his large family. 

11 you/do/agree/price/with/the? Do you agree with the price? 

12 launched/the/ISRO/Aryabhata/1975/in The ISRO launched Aryabhata in 1975. 

13 did/you/how/holidays/spend/your? How did you spend her holidays? 

14 had/have/lunch/you/your? Have you had your lunch? 

15 fond/ sweets/I /of/am I am fond of sweets. 

16 come/school/why/you/to/yesterday/didn’t? Why didn’t you come to school yesterday? 

17 unhappy/although/he/is/is/he/rich Although he is rich, he is unhappy. 

18 get/every day/up/morning/the/in/early/I Every day I get up early in the morning. 

19 empty/makes/pot/an/noise/much An empty pot makes much noise. 

20 please/you/could/help/to/lift/ luggage/the Could you please help me to lift the luggage. 
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SYLLABLES 

SN Which one of the following 

has one syllable 

ANSWERS SN Which one of the following has 

two syllables 

ANSWERS 

1 Again, screech, danger, exam screech 21 Continent, age, people, direction people 

2 Tiny, accept, peace, refuse peace 22 Slipper, election, candidate, energy slipper 

3 Mobile, charger, electricity, cell cell 23 Majority, special, like, rare special 

4 Paper, candle, eat, eraser eat 24 Wastage, tributary, sectional, quality wastage 

5 Leader, alert, poetic, choice choice 25 Dead, exhibit, ground, award award 

6 Sense, under, approach, receive sense 26 Mother, loose, street, sheep mother 

7 stingy, locker, science, fancy science 27 President, normally, jovial, energy jovial 

8 Luna, guide, morning, twenty guide 28 Seer, pure, sneer, ago ago 

9 Minor, scratch, eclipse, again scratch 29 board, student, dream, adventure student 

10 Motor, least, general, father least 30 Whom, hero, economics, understand hero 

11 Ego, simply, quick, city quick 31 School, prepare, tour, blank prepare 

12 Ago, again, table, eight eight 32 Decision, avenue, stranger, cool stranger 

13 Alone, against, age, object age 33 Bottle, map, cheat, meat bottle 

14 Quantity, prepare, strong, absent strong 34 Tap, mineral, material, pencil pencil 

15 Learn, parcel, dreaming, radical learn 35 maximum, cover, wrong, wrist cover 

16 conduct, mask, ago, proper mask 36 School,  lean,  again, scout again 

17 Cartoon, good, important, library good 37 Board, idea, examination, direct direct 

18 manner, spanner, pawn, nano pawn 38 Sleep,  arrange,  solution.  lawn arrange 

19 Clean, actor, pupil, farmer clean 39 Queen, mean, train, stingy stingy 

20 Favour, green, player, prayer green 40 Shrine, brain, line, minor minor 
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REPORTED SPEECH 

SN Change the following sentences into the reported speech ANSWERS 

1 Salumarada Thimmakka has said, " I  have been honoured with an 
award. but I don't know   what the  award is." 

Salumarada Thimmakka has said that  she had been honoured with an 
award but she didn't know what the award was. 

2 The Prime Minister said, " he made the country  one of the powerful 
nations in the world." 

The Prime Minister said that he had made the country one of the 
powerful nations in the world. 

3 Preetham Gowda said, " The officials did not give  any information 
on either eviction or demolition of the buildings on BM  Road." 

Preetham Gowda said that the officials had not given any information on 
either eviction or demolition of the building on BM Road 

4 Minister Revanna asked, " Do you know what is privilege motion? Minister Revanna asked whether they knew what the privilege motion 
was. 

5 Trump said, " I have seen and heard from enough Democrats and 
Republicans  that they are willing to put partnership aside, I think" 

Trump said that he had seen and heard from enough democrats and 
republicans that they were willing to put partnership aside, he thought. 

6 Stephen asked, " How fair is it? Why did the police kill innocent 
civilians why no case has filed against the policeman who shot 13 
people? 

Stephen asked how fair it was why had the police killed the innocent 
civilians why no case had filed against the policeman who had shot 13 
people. 

7 Devegowda said,"  we have failed to implement a few  
recommendations  such as addressing glaring inequalities and social  
equality," 

Devegowda said that they had failed to implement a few 
recommendations such as addressing glaring inequalities and social 
equality. 

8 The press states, " the decision of merging the PU Board  with 
secondary education board is not a scientific measure" 

The press states that the decision of merging the PU Board with 
Secondary Education Board is not a scientific measure. 

9 MP Pratap Simha said, "The union Civil Aviation Ministry  has 
approved to flights under the Regional connectivity scheme on 
Friday" 

MP Pratap Simha said the union Civil Aviation Ministry had  approved to 
flights Ahmedabad regional connectivity scheme on Friday 

10 The Governor said, " The goal of the state is to bring all children of 
school going age  to the classroom." 

The Governor said the goal of the state was to bring all children of school 
going age to the classroom. 
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